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The Transformed Life:
THE SPIRIT FILLED LIFE (Part 3)
I. YOUR NEED OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
II. THE PERSONALITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
III. THE DEITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
IV. MINISTRIES OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
A. Pre Salvation
B. At Salvation
C. Post Salvation
V. YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE HOLY SPIRIT


Christianity is not mechanical or mystical, but____________________—you are relating to
a____________ —God the ______________________!



In relation to God the H.S.…God has given ____ specific commands for us to heed!

You are commanded to “_______________________________________”. This speaks of your
_______________ & _________________ to the Spirit’s ministry through you (Ephesians 5:18)
What does the word “filled” mean?

How is the word “filled” used in the New Testament?

What does it mean to be “filled with the Spirit”?

What is the difference between being baptized and being filled with the Spirit?

What are some results of being filled with the Spirit?

B. You are commanded to “_____________ in or by means of the ______________”. This speaks of a
walk of ______________________ on the Spirit moment by moment (Gal. 5:16).
How is the word “walk” used in the Scriptures?
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What does it mean to then “walk in the Spirit”?

What are some results of walking in the Spirit?
Is there a difference between being “filled with” and “walking in” the Spirit?

C. You are commanded to “ _____________________________ ”. (1Thessalonians 5:19)
How is the word “quench” used in the Scriptures?

What does it mean to “quench not the Spirit”?

How does this happen in our life?

D. You are commanded to “_________________________________ ”. (Ephesians 4:30)
How is the word “grieve” used in the Scriptures?

What does it mean to “grieve not the Spirit”?

How does this happen in your life?

2 Corinthians 3:17-18

* Remember: Christianity is not mechanical or mystical, but relational. The essence of Christianity is
Jesus Christ and our abiding, dependent relationship with Him. However, the indwelling Holy Spirit’s
enabling work is crucial in every believer’s life. He performs His divinely directed, multifaceted work
in us as we walk in the light of God’s truth, with a yielded dependence on Jesus Christ and His Spirit
led will for our lives!
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